PROJECTS UNDER CSR

Robo Shiksha Kendra

The overarching aim of the project is to prepare the youth of today for 21st century challenges and for the jobs of tomorrow.

Robo Shiksha Kendra is a fixed facility lab powered by LEGO Education Robotics platform, a renowned hands-on learning solution. LEGO MINDSTORMS platform is developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT, Media Labs) and its modular design makes the platform very flexible and scalable as teachers and students can continue to develop and program virtually limitless models.

With the support from District Administration Gurugram & DLF Foundation the Robo Shiksha Kendras are established & running in 7 Government Senior Secondary School. India STEM Foundation is providing the training for ~300 students per school and DLF Foundation is supporting the annual running cost of the program.

Golden Jubilee e-learning Center in Government Girls College, Gurugram

The project is in collaboration between the District Administration Gurugram, DLF Foundation and RuralShores Skills Academy (RSA).

In this e-learning center, students can choose courses on the basis of their interests. A B.com student can opt for an e-finance course or an international market analysis program and a BCA or B.Sc. student can learn various programming languages like C and C++ or a cyber security course. These courses are taught online by renowned International Universities like Michigan, Queensland, Kyotu, Haywardv etc through recorded lectures and written scripts.

Students can seek help from trainers at the center. Even the students who are new to computers can utilize the center to learn and explore. They do not only get an opportunity to gain international exposure but also explore digital means of education. They are elated by college’s step and are very enthusiastic to be able to get international certificates without having the need to move out of their classroom.

The ‘Bench’mark

Reinforcing the support to underprivileged children by providing facilities to aid education, Nikon has agreed to donate 2600 wooden benches in various schools in the district.

Education through Eye Care – They See They Learn

District Administration Gurugram has facilitated for eye camps in government schools for ensuring due eye care for students at all levels. It has collaborated with SABIC which has been working with more than 100 schools here and has covered over 40000 students for their eyes screening and distributed over 4000 spectacles. SABIC has targeted to cover 50000 students in total and begin distribution of spectacles by January’18.
Sexual Harassment Awareness Programme for Students and Teachers

The District Administration Gurugram recognizes the need to systematically deal with sexual abuse. It has engaged the School of Life Foundation for conducting Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) awareness sessions. SOL will cover 38 government schools in Gurugram and deliver true education about child sexuality, prevention of CSA, child safety laws etc. In the first phase, the drive will cover 34,000 students and 2000 teaching and non teaching staff. Interestingly, the program also includes Training of Trainers (ToT) modules to establish a support system by training core team of teacher and students who can continuously support and sustain the efforts.